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Meta Description: Has a driver struck you while walking in Orlando? Contact an 
Orlando pedestrian accident lawyer right away to find out what your legal options are. 
  

Orlando Pedestrian Accident Lawyer  
 

As a pedestrian, you have little to no protection. You may suffer severe injuries as a 
result of someone else’s negligence. Recovering from these injuries will be a long and 
painful process. 
 

You will have vast and expensive medical bills. As you recover, your finances will likely 
be devastated, causing you to fall behind in your bills. If your injuries are serious 
enough, you may be disabled for the rest of your life. 
 

Making matters worse, every individual and entity opposing you will fight you every step 
of the way. An Orlando pedestrian accident lawyer may be able to help you with these 
hurdles. 
 

Why contact an Orlando injury lawyer? 

 

Florida is the United States’ most dangerous state for pedestrians, according to Smart 
Growth America. Orlando is the most dangerous major city for pedestrians. An effective 
injury lawyer can fight for your rights in the event of an accident. You’ll want an 
experienced Orlando pedestrian accident attorney representing you. 
 

Some of the ways an effective pedestrian injury lawyer can help you: 

• Fight the insurance companies on your behalf 
 

 

• Investigate your case 
 

 

• Establish liability of everyone involved 
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• Pursue compensation for your pain and suffering 
 

 

• Shield you from insurance companies trying to lay blame on you 
 

 

• Work with Orlando medical experts to pinpoint the value of your case 
 

 

• Handle any appeals the opposing parties may file 
 

If a business or individual injures you, they should be held accountable. They are 
responsible for compensating you for their negligence.  
 

An experienced pedestrian accident attorney can 
stand up to insurance companies  

 

If you’re injured as a pedestrian, insurance companies will often fight you. Chalik & 
Chalik Injury Lawyers know the tactics the insurance companies will use to avoid paying 
you. 
 

Insurance companies understand the law. They will try different things to avoid paying 
you your rightful compensation including: 
 

 

• Offer you a fast settlement for much less of your case’s worth in hopes you, not 
knowing any better, will take it.  

 

 

• Use every loophole possible to either reduce or claim or get it dismissed 
completely.  

 

 

• Try to shift the blame to you for your own pain and suffering. 
When you choose our Orlando pedestrian accident lawyers to represent you, we go to 
bat for you. You won’t have to negotiate or deal with the insurance companies on your 
own.  



Choose an accident & personal injury firm with a 
winning track record 

 

Founded in 2003, the firm Chalik & Chalik Injury Lawyers has a track record of multi-
million dollar large settlements for our clients. All aspects of your case are handled in-
house. Using our own team of investigators, we gather everything we need to build your 
case on a solid foundation.  
 

This helps us serve you better and move towards a resolution in the least amount of 
time possible. We are committed not only to getting you financial compensation but 
making the legal process as stress-free as possible. Our track record speaks for itself: 
 

“I can’t say enough good things about my experience with Chalik & Chalik! Everyone 
from the office was great but I primarily spoke with Jason and Dell who were readily 
available to answer any questions I had. They were responsive, friendly, and helpful! I 
felt more calm during the whole process of my accident thanks to them! Jason is highly 
qualified and definitely knows what he’s doing! I’m very satisfied with the outcome of my 
case. Highly recommend!” 

Jennifer Blanks 

 

We have a long list of satisfied clients who praise our firm for our hands-on, personal, 
compassionate approach. At Chalik & Chalik, clients are never just a case number. 
 

An Orlando accident attorney helps determine liability 

 

Pedestrian accidents are common and are not as cut and dry as they may seem. If you 
are struck by a motor vehicle, it’s important to have a skilled pedestrian accident 
attorney to help you navigate the often-confusing legal system as you seek 
compensation. 
 

A good injury lawyer will help determine who is at fault. Sometimes the cause of the 
accident falls on multiple parties. Often the driver is at fault. Other times, the city may 
shoulder the blame. There are also instances where the pedestrian may be partially 
responsible. 
 

What are the causes of pedestrian injury? 
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It is easy to assume a driver hitting a pedestrian with their car would be solely at fault. 
But pedestrians walk while using their mobile phones, either by looking at the screens 
or listening to phone calls, or music. In some cases, multiple parties may be liable for an 
accident. 
 

Some of the causes of pedestrian injury include: 

 

 

• Texting (or other distraction) while driving 
 

 

• Driving under the influence of alcohol 
 

 

• Motor vehicle driver turning right without first checking for pedestrians  
 

 

• Ignoring red lights, stop signs, or crosswalks and striking pedestrians 
 

 

• Vehicles parked illegally, preventing pedestrians from being seen 
 

 

• Faulty city streetlights 
 

 

• Poor street layout  
 

 

• Driving over the posted speed limits 
 

 

• Pedestrians jaywalking across intersections 
 



If you are a pedestrian injured in Orlando, you may share some of the responsibility. A 
good Orlando attorney can help you receive compensation even if you are partially at 
fault for the accident.  
 

Contact a pedestrian accident lawyer before time runs 
out 

 

The entities working against you may try to draw out the legal process in hopes you will 
either run out of money fighting in court or simply give up.  
 

Chalik & Chalik Injury Lawyers can give you the legal help you need as you recover 
from your accident. Find out what your options are right away. Contact our firm today by 
calling (407) 420-9838.  
 

You can request a strategy session 24 hours a day. This strategy session is 100% free, 
with no further obligation. You can rest easy knowing an expert pedestrian injury firm is 
available to help you get your rightful compensation. 
 

 

 

 


